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Abstract 

 
Scheduling is one of the important part in production planning process. One of the factor 

that influence the smooth production process is raw material supply. Sugarcane supply as 

the main raw material in the making of sugar is the most important component. The 

algorithm that used in this study was Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm. SA capability 

to accept the bad or no better solution within certain time distinguist it from another local 
search algorithm. Aim of this study was to implement the SA algorithm in scheduling the 

sugarcane harvest process so that the amount of sugarcane harvest not so differ from mill 

capacity of the factory. Data used in this study were 60 data from sugarcane farms that 

ready to cut and mill capacity 1660 tons. Sugarcane harvest process in 19 days producing 

33043.76 tons used SA algorithm and 27089.47 tons from factory actual result. Based on 
few experiments, obtained sugarcane harvest average by SA algorithm was 1651.63 tons 

per day and factory actual result was 1354.47 tons. Result of harvest scheduling used SA 

algorithm showed not so differ average from mill capacity of factory. Truck uses 

scheduling by SA algorithm showed average 119 trucks per day while from factory actual 

result was 156 trucks. With the same harvest time, SA algorithm result was greater  and 
the amount of used truck less than actual result of factory. Thus, can be concluded SA 

algorithm can make the scheduling of sugarcane harvest become more optimal compared 

to other methods applied by the factory nowdays. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Scheduling is a process of allocating resources to select a set tasks within certain 

period [1]. Scheduling is one of the most important part of production planning 

process. In general, the purpose of scheduling is to optimize the use of resources 

so that the goals can be achieved maximally. One of the purpose of scheduling 

process is to reduce the delayed time of a work [1]. Scheduling must be arranged 

systematically with the existing resources with effective and efficient so that the 

goals can be achieved maximally [2]. The problems of scheduling can be solve by 

using exact and heuristics algorithm. One of the heuristics algorithm is Simulated 

Annealing (SA).  

 

Simulated Annealing first introduced by Metropolis et al. in 1959. This algorithm 

addapted annealing process in manufacture crystal of a material. The apability of 

SA algorithm to accept bad solution or no better within certain time distinguish it 
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from another local search algorithm [3]. SA algorithm has been used widely in 

solution optimization. In production process scheduling, result of SA algorithm 

with initiation used Earliest Due Date (EDD) known to increase effectiveness by 

minimizing maximum tardiness  [4].  

 

Production process must be done immediately for undurable resources. One of the 

undurable resources is sugarcane, which is one of the main raw material in 

making sugar. Harvest time is not carried out through the whole year but only on 

July to October. In that period factory must milling the sugarcane that have been 

cut. The cutting sugarcane must be deliver to the factory immediately and milled, 

because if milling process delayed will make the making of crystallization  or 

decomposition and acidification of the sugar became difficult [5].  

 

Delayed sugar cane milling process could make greater yield shrinkage compared 

to the loss in the alocating process [6]. So that the factory needs to maintain the 

sufficient of the raw material supply thus factory did not stockout (materials 

vacancy) [7]. The ideal sugarcane amount that goes on an factory is adjusted with 

factory capacity and the addition of 14% of factory milling capacity as supplies 

for te mill in the first 3 hours the next day [6]. If the amount of s ugarcane that 

goes into the factory is too much, then it will became stored too long and cause 

too much loss of it yields. It is therefore necessary repair so that the amount of 

sugarcane that goes into the factory in accordance with the milling capacity and 

avoid sugarcane became too long stored. Scheduling model can improve the 

efficiency process of transport sugarcane harvest [8]. 

 

The problem of this study was how the use of simulated annealing algorithm to 

solve the problem of scheduling sugarcane harvest which the most optimal and 

the effectiveness and efficiency of the SA algorithm uses on the outcome of the 

scheduling process of sugarcane harvest. Aim of this study was to implement SA 

algorithm in the problems of scheduling sugarcane harvest and determine the 

effectiveness and efficiency Simulated Annealing algorithm in determining the 

scheduling of sugarcane harvest. 

 
2. METHODS 

2.1. Simulated Annealing Algorithm 
Simulated Annealing Algorithm (SA) was first introduced by Metropolis et al. in 

1959. The advantages of simulated annealing compared to other methods is the 

ability to avoid the trap of local optimal [9]. 

 

SA algorithm has four components are as follows [10]: 

1. Cooling Schedule 

In SA algorithm, the cooling schedule is a very critical component. This 

component consists of: 

a. Initial Temperature  

Determination of temperature of the SA are used as control parameters 

that must be defined carefully [11]. 
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b. Final Temperature 

Final temperature that reach 0 could make SA goes very long, especially 

when it uses geometric cooling schedule. Therefore, the stopping criteria  

may as the lower temperature within certain limits or when it has been 

frozen at current temperature with no one state that can be selected. 

c. Temperature Decrement 

A way of process temperature decrement geometrically (geometric 

decrement) with the formula  

𝑇𝑡 = 𝛼 𝑇𝑡−1       (1) 

With  𝑇𝑡 is temperature when t and 𝑇𝑡−1 is temperature when t – 1 where 

𝛼 < 1. And 𝛼 as coefficient control in temperature decrement process 

[12]. 

d. The Number of Iterations at Each Temperature 

The number of used iterations must constant or dynamic. The decrement 

will be done if the temperature has reached a certain number of iterations. 

2. The Cost function 

There are several ways to measure the quality of the solution. In general, the 

quality of the solution was measured using a cost function. Few ways to 

determine a good cost function are: 

a. Ensuring these functions could represent the problems. 

b. The cost function should have the computational complexity as low as 

possible, because these functions should be calculated on each iteration. 

c. The cost function must be designed so that the function can guide the 

search process. 

3. Structure Adjacency 

When performing a search process, to move from one state to another until the 

solution found it is necessary to define a membership structure 

(neighborhood). Thus, any state that can be reached from current s tate will be 

obtained. 

4. Solution Space 

The smaller solution space, the less the number of iterations required to 

converge the optimal solution. Restrictions in the search only on valid 

solution can narrow the solution space, and the adjacency structure can also be 

made as small as possible. Thus, the search for a solution can be accelerated, 

but the circumstances could lead to a limited increase in the quality of the 

solution significantly. 

The design of SA algorithm, for some problems starting from defining the initial 

solution of the existing problems and environmental solutions, a method for 

calculating the value of the objective function, the cooling scheme/temperature 

decrement, and discharge criteria [13]. Flowchart simulated annealing algorithm 

can be seen in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. Simulated annealing algorithm 

 

a. Data Collection Phase 
Data collection phase is the initial stage after the preparation phase complete were 

carried out to obtain the data required in a related study [14]. Data collection is 

done through literature studies, interviews and data collection in Sugarcane 

Factory (SF) Pangka. Literature study aimed to find out the information about the 

study that will be performed. Interviews were conducted with the Head of Quality 

Control of SF Pangka. Data collection was performed within a month. Data taken 

was data on assessment by March period 2016-2017 for data sugarcane farm with 

categories early ripening and data of incoming sugarcane scales. 

 

b. System Development Phase 
Development scheduling system of sugarcane harvest using SA algorithm carried 

out with the development of the model waterfall. The model waterfall is divided 

into 4 interlinked stages. 

1) Analysis (Requirements Analysis) 
The analysis consists of the analysis of hardware requirements, software 

requirements, user needs and regulations analysis process [15]. Functional 

regulation which must be fulfill include the purpose, scope, perspective, 

functionality, characteristics of the user, interface and database. And 

nonfunctional regulations include the criteria, constraints, limitations, and 

performance of the software [16].  
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2) Design  
Application design is not only the interface, but consists of algorithm 

design, architectural software design, databases, concepts design, and 

structures design. 

3) Implementation 
This stage is the translation phase of the program design has been made into 

order form that can be understood by computers [17].  

4) Test (testing) 
Stage of testing involves verifying that each unit has fulfill its specifications 

[18]. At this stage, testing the errors that exist in making the program [19]. 

 

c. Maintenance Phase 

The purpose of the maintenance phase is to maintain the equipment or system that 

has been created in order to be in the best condition [20]. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The data used in this research was assessed by March SF Pangka Tegal period 

2016-2017. Data taken from the farm was one in the category of early ripening as 

many as 60 data of sugarcane farm were ready to harvest and data of incoming 

sugarcane scales. The length of harvest time determined by the amount of 

incoming sugarcane. From these data, resulting scheduling of sugarcane harvest 

for 19 days.  

 

In scheduling problem there was limitation to determine the validity of a solution. 

Limitations in scheduling of sugarcane harvest, were: 

Hard constraint 

1. Farm with same code not allowed scheduled in one day. 

2. The amount of sugarcane that will harvest should not exceed 2000 tons per 

day. 

Soft constraint 

1. Number of trucks should be kept as little as possible in order to transport the 

cutted sugarcane in each farm. 

2. Each truck has a maximum amount in transporting sugarcane depend on the 

category of distance from the farm to the factory. 

 

The steps performed in the scheduling of sugarcane harvest used SA algorithm as 

follows: 

1) Data Entry 

Data entry sugarcane farm, data skw, and data trip. In input sugarcane farm, 

there were distance and number of harvest days. Farm distance used to 

determinae how many trucks will be used in the process of transport 

sugarcane to the mill. While the number of harvest days used to divide th e 

sugarcane farm into sections so that the same farm will not be scheduled in 

one day. Data trip consist of trip code, the farm distance to the factory and 

number of the trips to transport sugarcane by the trucks. 
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2) Parameter Entry 

Selection of parameters is important in the successful implementation of SA 

algorithm. Parameters that are used to complete the scheduling of sugarcane 

harvest used algorithm SA with the initial temperature = 1000, final 

temperature = 50, the cooling rate = 0.95, the number of iterations = 10. 

3) Formation Initial Schedule. 

The formation of the initial schedule will be used as a reference for the next 

iteration. The number of sugarcane harvest days determined based on the total 

sugarcane that will be harvested divided by the capacity of the factory. In the 

formation of the schedule, there was some limitations to be aware that there 

can be no farm with the same code was scheduled in one day and the amount 

of harvest in one day may not exceed 2000 tons .  

4) The formation of the new schedule is done by rearranging the initial schedu le 

previously formed randomly. 

5) Assessing the solutions of random calculations results, if appropriate and 

feasible, then outcome calculation [22]. Objective difference calculation will 

produce a value that will be used to determine new schedule, that formed 

accepted or rejected. Objective value calculation formula ∆𝐸 = 𝑓(𝑥 ′) − 𝑓(𝑥) 

with 𝑓(𝑥 ′) is a function of the value of environmental solutions  𝑥′
, and 𝑓(𝑥) 

is the function value of the solution now 𝑥. Objective value used is the amount 

of sugarcane will be harvested on each day. 

If the result of the difference in objective value < 0 then the schedule that 

formed will be accepted as a schedule. If the difference in objective value> 0 

then there are two possibilities by comparing the value of 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
∆𝐸

𝑇
).  

6) Calculating random value [0,1] 𝑃 = exp (−
∆𝐸

𝑇
) when ∆𝐸 not accepted. The 

new schedule will be accepted if the value of r (random numbers between 0 

and 1) < 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−
∆𝐸

𝑇
) and the new schedule will be rejected if the value of r ≥ 

𝑒𝑥𝑝(−
∆𝐸

𝑇
). Obtained decision new schedule is accepted or rejected. 

7) Checking the iteration has reached n(x)=10. If not then returned to the step 

(4). 

8) Checking whether the temperature has reached the termination criteria or not. 

If the temperature has not reached the minimum temperature (50), then 

temperature is decrease using aparameter cooling rate (α). Formulas 

temperature drecement is 𝑇𝑛 = 𝑇𝑛−1 × 𝛼. After the temperature decrease, 

returning to the step (4). If it is reached, then stop. 

9) The process has been completed and obtained the best schedule. Best selected  

schedule is the schedule with the smallest difference sugarcane amount and 

sugarcane harvest no more than 1900 tons. The process of determining the 

schedule randomly causes scheduling sugarcane harvest result not the same on 

every program.  

 

Based on the harvest scheduling that has been done by the system, the harvest 

result for 19 days is presented in Table 1 compared to factory results. From few 
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experiments, proved that SA algorithm can generate schedules that approached 

the factory milling capacity. Therefore, delayed in production due to shortages of 

raw materials can be minimized. Although the harvest results was fluctuated, but 

the results was still tolerated because was not so differ from the factory milling 

capacity. The highest of factory harvest results was 1988.3 tons and the lowest 

was 692.9 tons. Scheduling results from SA algorithm obtained the highest 

harvest was 1781.28 tons, while the amount of the lowest was 1554.13 tons.  
 

Table 1. Results comparison of algorithms SA and factory results  

 

Day 
Factory Results SA Algorithm Results 

Harvest(ton) Truck Harvest(ton) Truck 

1 750,0 97 1650,89 119 

2 902,8 108 1650,89 119 

3 692,9 89 1652,24 117 

4 1138,7 117 1696,68 125 
5 1233,6 145 1646,00 119 

6 1153,1 145 1716,36 129 

7 945,9 144 1781,28 130 

8 1430,5 162 1676,06 128 

9 1438,8 151 1676,06 128 
10 615,0 78 1554,13 117 

11 1807,0 191 1645,54 117 

12 1988,3 223 1690,98 123 

13 1918,8 218 1691,39 121 

14 1575,4 202 1631,93 118 
15 1472,5 129 1663,81 113 

16 1759,6 205 1585,36 105 

17 1275,6 162 1586,56 110 

18 1973,2 199 1578,17 111 

19 1663,3 201 1606,67 118 
 

Based on Table 1, sugarcane harvest results comparative presented in a line 

diagram that can be seen in Figure 2 and the results of comparison of trucks each 

day presented a line chart that can be seen in Figure 3.   

 
Figure 2. Graphics of harvest results comparison 
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Figure 3. Graph of comparison of the used truck 

 

Harvest results comparison graph above shows the harvest scheduling SA 

algorithm produced not so differrent sugarcane harvest per day from the factory 

milling capacity. Thus avoiding the sugarcane that went too much (can reduce the 

amount of sugarcane yield and quality of sugar that produced) and avoid 

incoming too little sugar (avoid factory ceased operations resulting in loss of the 

factory). Therefore, the use of SA algorithm help in scheduling of sugarcane 

harvest so that the results obtained stable in each day and in accordance with the 

factory milling capacity. 

 

Graph of comparison of the truck in Figure 3 indicates the use of the truck based 

on the scheduling algorithm SA every day not so differrent. That was because 

each of the sugarcane farm set number of trips on each truck by taking into 

account the distance between the farm with a factory. Determination of the trips 

number was useful to clarify the number of trips on each truck and save the use of 

trucks to transport the harvest result.  

 

SA algorithm can be done to schedule sugarcane harvest by considering the 

amount of sugarcane harvest so it was not differ from the factory milling 

capacity. With this scheduling model, restrictions the number of sugarcane 

harvest in each farm can be done. This is to avoid the factory stop operating when  

the incoming sugarcane in factory too little and avoid losing a lot of sugarcane 

yield when the coming sugarcane in factory too much. The results of SA 

algorithm compare to factory actual results for 19 days can be seen in Table 2. 

 
 

Tabel 2. Comparison of the results with the results of the SA algorithm factory 
 

Parameter SA Initial Condition 

Harvested Sugarcane (ton) 33043,76 27089,47 

Sugarcane Average Per Day (ton) 1651,63 1354,47 

Truck Amount Per Day 119 156 
 

 

Factory mill capacity that used was 1660 tons, then harvest scheduling with SA 

algorithm produces an average which was not so differ from the factory milling 

capacity. The number of used trucks was not too much so it saves the use of the 

truck. By same harvest time, the scheduling SA algorithm produced more 
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sugarcane harvest and the number of trucks that use less than the actual result of 

the factory. It can be concluded that the result of the scheduling harvest sugarcane 

used SA algorithm was more effective and efficient than the method applied by 

the factory nowadays. 

 

This harvest scheduling system has advantages and disadvantages. The 

advantages of scheduling sugarcane harvest system with SA algorithm was able 

to calculate a lot of data. There was no same farm of data contained in a single 

day in the result. As for some of the disadvantages of this system including the 

data used in this study was only the farm with category early ripe sugarcane. The 

system was made did not take into account the costs incurred by both the SF and 

by factory owner. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
The Implementation of SA algorithm can make the better scheduling sugarcane 

harvest, because the schedule selected was the one that did not have the result of 

harvest sugarcane more than 1900 tons (to minimize the delay in the process of 

milling). The process of sugarcane harvest for 19 days resulted 33043.76 tons 

used SA algorithm and 27089.47 tons of factory actual results. With factory 

milling capacity was 1660 tons, the harvest scheduling SA algorithm produced an 

average which did not so differ from that factory milling capacity 1651.63 tons. 

Scheduling the used trucks with SA algorithms produced an average of 119 trucks 

per day, while the factory actual result was 156 trucks. Determination of the 

number of truck trips at each farm based on the distance from farm to the factory 

help in saving the use of the truck. Thus, can be concluded SA algorithm can 

make the scheduling of sugarcane harvest become more optimall compared to 

other methods applied by the factory nowadays. 
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